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Marketing | Content | Communication | Strategic Consulting



Thriving in a dynamically evolving, omni-channel world is a
tough nut to crack. Our team comes from multihued
industries- hospitality, academia, consulting, media
management, designing, and marketing- to name a few!

Together, we form the brain of the company that aims to launch and successfully sustain a
brand's unique voice with the target audience as our priority. We’re here to make your life easier
— talk to us and we'll let you know how we can best assist you.
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Add The Thrust to Your Brand! 



Markom Express Agency (MEA) is passionate about helping brands find their creative voice
in a consistently evolving, increasingly digitising world. We have over 16 years of combined

expertise in Marketing Communication and broad-range Content projects across trans-
disciplinary, varied industries; and our dedicated team aims to be a one-stop solution for

helping our clients thrive in a changing omni-channel world. 
 

We believe in leveraging the brand's unique strengths to build a personalised roadmap to
success. We’re here to make your life easier, and your brand's presence truly customised!

 
Our goal as a full-service marketing agency is to apply our team's drive, creative prowess

and critical thinking skills to work closely with each brand, and to create unique, innovative
strategies that produce effective, tangible results.

How We Evolved!
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Gain More Followers!

Developing strategies to increase followers,
creating awareness and oversee social
campaigns with a dedicated account manager!

Social Media Management

Celebrity Endorsements
Talent, Speaker, Celebrity, Artist,

Influencer Management!

Digital Campaign Management
Concentrated marketing efforts, focused on a

single message, to achieve one specific goal for
valuable branding!
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SEO & SEM
It is ideal to leverage SEO an SEM together
to increase quality traffic to your site!

Website Development
Involve everything related to building a
web-based solution!

Brand Collateral Designing
Creative assets designed to promote your
business & create its own voice!

Have A Rock-Solid Backend!
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Maktub : It Is Written! 

Conveying relevant information to your clients
requires clarity and effective communication- and we 

 aid with proposals, marketing collateral, reports,
memos, notices, and even emails! 
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Whether it's research writing, or college applications
mentoring, or even homework help- our experienced
writers will guide and support you well. 

Have thoughts to share with the world, but cannot
find the right words? We can help you upscale your
written matter, without eliminating the original voice.
You think critically, and we’ll handle the lingos.

Academic/Research Content
Services

Business/Professional Writing

Guest Writing Services



Statistical data of active social media
users around the world

Photo Editing
Developing a mathematical representation
of that subject in three dimensions! Video Editing & Management

Includes cutting or splicing segments,
re-sequencing clips, adding transitions,

color grading, sound mixing, animation,
implementing special effects,

formatting  and more.

Memory Lane, Starts Here! 
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Our Clients, Partners & Experiences! 

SIX SENSES

AKS 
INSTITUTE
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